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volume of solids to obtain an equivalent
density. The particle-size distribution of
the CaCO3 is optimised using the D½ or
logD rules for permeability reduction of
the pore-size distribution found in the
formation.

formate salts considered most useful
and commercially available to the oil
industry are Sodium formate, Potassium
formate and now cesium formate.

In the early 1950s, divalent calcium formate and acetate drilling fluids were initially developed and applied in the field.
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reports are from these
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and
compleCesium fluids are targeted Cesium is produced from the mineral pollucite, found in abundance at Cabot’s drilling
to replace materials histori- TANCO mine in Manitoba, Canada. A production facility adjacent to the mine was tion/workover operations, it
is already appreciated that
cally used in the petroleum
completed in 1997 and can produce 12,000 bbl of cesium formate annually.
the advantages of formateindustry, but which are
based fluids are being realincreasingly coming to be
ized. Of all the benefits of formate-based
considered unacceptable on health,
depending on the density required for a
fluids the most important are their
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specific application. At the lower end of
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nature and the resultant increases in
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tive to current technology along with an
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expanded performance range.
cesium formate, as shown in Figure 1.
Cabot Specialty Fluids have also developed a polymer, which is soluble in forThe primary use of cesium formate fluFormate fluids can be viscosified with
mate-based fluids and is thermally staids in oil and gas wells is to control well
conventional biopolymers for use as a
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Extensive laboratory testing has been
beneficial properties. This makes them
loss materials, whereas a typical
conducted on cesium formate to verify
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drilling fluid will contain up to 40% by
that the downhole conditions to be
completion fluids. The three monovalent
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encountered would be satisfied by its
reduces the cost per unit, but also elimning of the completion and coiled tubing
expected performance. Its physical and
inates the need for disposal.
strings into this long, highly deviated
chemical properties, which were
well; a task that previously attempted
The first uses of cesium formate brine
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but failed with conventional oil based
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fluids and water based completion fluSea during the last quarter of 1999.
reservoir formation and metals and
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cesium
formate
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be
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with
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and/or
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high price of extracting
measured depth (MD) of
cesium and its limited forfmate to created a fluid of any density between 1.0 sg and 2.3 sg.
6,446 m (21,143 feet), a
long term availability.
true vertical depth
Reclamation of formates
(TVD) of 5,503 m (18,050
begins at the rigsite where the fluids are
cesium formate fluid was awarded the
feet), with a maximum deviation of 450
separated by type into separate containhighest environmental rating by the UK
ft.
ers. In general conventional filtration
Department of Trade and Industry, its
Elf Exploration’s well engineers utilized
equipment can be used to reclaim foruse fits well with Shell’s efforts to utilize
cesium formate in this phase of the projmate based fluids, supplemented by
“best practice” technologies.
ect because of the fluid’s solids-free
chemical treatment. If polymers are
The second application of cesium fornature; temperature stability, handling
added the viscosity of the fluids must be
mate was as a completion fluid on an
safety for crews and environmental
reduced for efficient solids removal. The
extended-reach
departure
well
D22,
on
acceptability. The fluid was also proved
polymer stability and the small amount
TotaFina’s Dunbar platform in the
to be compatible with all major elements
of free water in formates significantly
Northern North Sea. Totalfina engineers
of completion equipment (metals and
influences standard procedures for
turned to cesium formate after initial
elastomers), under extreme conditions
brine recycling. Since typical polymer
attempts
to
complete
the
well
met
with
of temperature and pressure.
breakers (hypochlorites, acids, etc) do
sustained and costly difficulties. The
not work efficiently in formate environThe success of the first major applicawell was initially drilled to a measured
ments, specialized chemical treatment
tions of any new technology is critical in
depth of 7,353 m (24,124 ft), with a true
is required in combination with mechanthe introduction process. These sucvertical depth of 3,492 m (11,457 ft), and
ical separation using centrifuges and/or
cessful applications of cesium formate
a horizontal displacement of 5,655 m
high-pressure DE filter press. The use
demonstrate that this fluid has tremen(18,553 ft). In terms of length and horiof shakers fitted with fine screens (250,
dous promise as an alternative to curzontal displacement, the well is a record
325 and 400 mesh) has also proved to be
rent drilling and completion fluids techfor Total Oil Marine plc. Cesium forvery successful for solids separation.
nology in the oil and gas drilling indusmate was selected for this completion
The application of novel separation
try.
because it provided the required density
technologies (including ultrafiltration
and a solids-free environment; was safe
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ics, formate-based fluids are normally
low co-efficient of friction and beneficial
used on a rental base. Rental not only
lubricity, successfully promoted the run-
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